
Ink’d // One Flesh 
 

In a marriage relationship, I do is necessary every day 
(Matthew 19:1-12). Those who are married are one flesh and 
have entered into a permanent, lasting covenant that involves 
the whole person and is not to be easily broken (Genesis 2:24). A 
marriage covenant between two people is also a covenant 
between the couple and God (Matthew 19:6). When fully 
embraced daily, the oneness of a marriage covenant brings great 
joy and security from which we actively pursue the purposes of 
God in our lives. 
 

SHARING TESTIMONIES 
With your group, share how you have directly or indirectly 
experienced the effects of divorce within your family or close 
circle of friends. What was felt? What impact did it have? 
 

GO DEEPER 
According to Matthew 19:1-12, the Pharisees were trying to trap 
Jesus and publicly shame Him on the topic of marriage and 
divorce. What does He say concerning the permanence of 
marriage in verse 6? How does Jesus respond to casual or flippant 
reasons for divorce in verses 9-12? 
 

In Genesis 15:5-18, God establishes a covenant with Abram 
concerning his descendants. Why is it significant that he and God 
passed between animals split in two? What were they each 
committing to by passing through the animal pieces? 
 

From Song of Solomon 8:6, how should our love and covenant with our spouse be 
displayed? 
 

MAKE IT PERSONAL  
If married, how confident are you in the covenant permanence of your marriage ? How 
are you seeking to communicate that permanence to your spouse right now? 
 

If single, can you honestly embrace the word and concept of covenant? How should 
the idea of covenant in the future impact your decisions in relationships now? 
 

Is there a history of divorce and covenant breaking in your family lineage? If so, what is 
possibly at the root of that history, and how open are you to praying to break any kind 
of generational curse or patterns? 
 

PRACTICE IT NOW 
Actively maintaining a covenant relationship in marriage requires daily attention. Our 
natural propensity is to drift away from the permanency and consistency of being one 
flesh in marriage. But when it is embraced and pursued, it brings incredible joy and 
security. As a group pray for an attitude and spirit of being one flesh within your 
marriages (or future marriages). Ask God to show you how to practically walk in 
covenant permanence and actively elevate it and protect it as something that is very 
precious and valuable. Take time also to pray over and to encourage those who have 
(or are) feeling the weight and effects of divorce (or potential divorce) right now. 


